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NEW YORK, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 1896. 

THE NEW WORKS OF SCIENCE. I element, argon. Argon and acetylene represent tri-
As the proud nineteenth century draws to a close it um phs of the opposite branches of chemistry-of analy

would seem that its representath'es have good rea�on sis and of synthesis respectively. 
to be proud of the legacy to be left by them to suc- And now the world is electrified over a new discovery 
ceeding ages. 'I'he last century saw the infancy of the I exemplified by the reproduction of an image of an ob
steam engine, saw the i�olation of oxygen g.as and of 

I
I ject t hrough opaque screens �y hitherto unknown 

a few other substances m the field of chemIstry, and rays-we allude to Roentgen's dIscovery of X ray pho
that is nearly all in scien<,e given to the present age I tog-raphy. Science had accepted the undulatory the
by its predecessor. Before 1800 the cities of the ory of light; it had, by referring light phenomena to 
world were still lighted by lamps and candles; elec- wave motion of the luminiferous ether, accounted for 
tricity bad its highest development in the inefficient all the actions of light, a mathematical explanation 
frictional electric machines; railroads and steamboats of refraction and reflection had been reached, and the 
were not yet a factor in tran"portation, and eveu the undulatory theory of light seemed to illclude acti
roads of England had but begun to be made; the ad- nism or photography. Since the beginning of the 
ag-e that there is nothing new under the sun applied prpsent year the epoch making work of R0entgen has 
with full force to the few achievements in science of been published, and it presents no greater degree of 
the world one hundred years ago. achievement than it does of mystification as it affects 

The.l the nlnereeutil century eouHnenceu. Gas light- the theory of light. 
ing was introduced and the nocturnal crioJes of great No age has ever witnessed such a succession of tri
cities almost ceased. Lavoisier's and Priestley's dis- umphs of science in so short a time. The effect of the 
covery of oxygen began to bear fruit, and modern chem- cumulated wonders is to prepare us for any revelation 
istry, which is a little over a cpntury old, gradually of science-to almost dangerously increase our powers 
took a position in the world of science. The galvanic of belief. 'I'hpy make it harder than ever to discern 
battery gave strong current electricity, Si r Humphry and fix the true limits of natural science. To the work
Davy prod uced the electric light and the metals of ing scipntist, the discoveries are an inspiration, for 
the alkalies; the steamboat, locomotive and telegraph they show him that the extreme elevation of universal 
came into existence, and for a time it seemed as if man knowl�dge has not yet been reached; he still has 
had all he could attend to in developing the new dis- heights of discovery to clim b, of altitude unimagined 
coveries. Faraday'" investigation" led to the invention seriously by the world of but a decade ago. The syn
of the magneto generator; slowly the idea of a self- thesis of carbon and hydrogen, the liquefaction of air 
exciting dynamo was deYeloped, and slowly enough and hydrogen, the discovery of argon, and the dis
the world awoke to the idea that the old prophecy of covery of X ray photography, will add new luster to 
Goethe, that electricity only applied to the Sllla ner the names connected with the work. Rayleigh, Ram
business of life, might be falsified. Then, just as the say, Dewar, and Roentgen among the pure scientists, 
use of currents of electricity of engineering dimensions 

I
' and Wilson and Linde among the technologists, will 

was being developed, the almost imperceptible but have their fame increased by the renown which their 
delicately governed inducpd current was made to pro- . achievements will impart to the expiri?g nineteenth 
duce the transmission of speech; so that now, in our century. 
utilization of the thousand horse power units of elec- • I • , .. 
tricity for engineering work, and of the minute, almost THE PUBLIC ART LEAGUE OF THE UNITED STATES. 

C: .. ",ellr.. absolute units for telephonic work, we seem equally to We are in receipt of a copy of the constitution (,f II
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TABLE OF OONTENTS OF gases, the fixed and the liquefiable gases. This di- The object of this league is a distinctly patriotic 
vision no longer exists. All the elemental gases have l one, and it should cOlllmend itself to all those who SCI EN T I FIC AM ERICA N SU PPLEM ENT bpen liqu�fied, and the
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claRsic days ___________ _____ .. __ ... __ .. ________ .... ______________ ____ .. 16776 future liquid air will probably be the great source of ments, are taken by the world at large as representing 
II. BOTANY:-Guttapercba from Leaves.-An interestinl'sourceof artificial cold. Evell more wonderful is the liquefac- the best artistic possibilities of the nation. 
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VI[ MECHANICAL lllNGINllllllRING.-New 'rIlple lllxpansion of the coal gas and water gas processes, the latter seem- may become members of the league by authol'izing the 
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could be done on the large scale, gas making would I D. O. scription of tbe most recent French turrets f()r men-of-war.-2 .. II • � .. illustrations _______________ .. _____ .. __ . _______ --__ .. _ --__ . ____ .. 16775 stand upon a new and scientific footing. The later 
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XIV. SCIE:'oICK-Miscellane ous Notes.-Notes on tbe various pro- The analysis of air was early attempted, an" as 1 .. 
vinces of science from all �ources ..................................... 16784 • k d I 'b Th e rt adds that not mere 
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civiu!!valuable statistics of advanced tbeories ___________________ __ ]6785 tion was settled forever. It was always treated as of than a third of the meat is sold at the stalls, the re-
XV. TECHNOLOGY.-Tbe Gobalins Tapestry Manufacture.-By . k ROB�RT GBnISHAW.-A valuable and popular paper on tbe fixed compol'ition, no variation being found in it mainder gomg to rna e sausages. 
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On Muuntameers and Mountaineerinl'.-By EDWARD WHYM-

I h d e bee co· rrnctly determl'ned . the new analy I packed on the Colum bia River, 637.000 cases in Alaska, PER. In LeIsure Hour.-A mostJ!rapbIc artICle on the ascent of a nev r n r '  1 - -' 
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